
 
Humanizing the Conversation 

Cheat Sheet 
 

The goal here is to GET A RESPONSE. Get the lead to interact with you, answer a 
question, and start engaging in a conversation...  

Keep it short, to the point, with a call to action  

Here’s a few examples:  

I have three new homes 🏠  available in San Diego (whatever location they are looking in) in the 
same price point should I send them over?  

— 

Hey there, great choice of neighborhood! What size of house are you looking for? 👀  

— 

Hi, this is Megan with The Real Estate Group. I’m setting up my showing calendar for the week, 
would you like to see any specific properties?  

— 

“No” response: No worries! Do you have an idea as to when you would like to start visiting 
properties?  

Double “No” response: Whenever you’re ready, I would love to chat. In the meantime, here are 
a few neighborhood guides to nail down where you would be interested.  

— 

Hey <name>! 
👋

 What is your availability over the next few days? If you have any time, I can set 
up an appointment to browse a few homes to get a better idea of what’s out there.  

— 

How long have you been searching for a home? It can completely be a tedious process, 
especially with the market right now. Let me know the basics and I can send you what we have 
right now!  

— 



"Hi <name>! 👋   Haven't heard back from you in a little while and wanted to let you know there 
are a few more homes in your price range that hit the market. Can I send those your way?"  

— 

"Hey <name>! Our team set up a quick search on the MLS for homes similar to the ones you 
looked at initially. Would you be interested in setting up a time to see a few of them during the 
week or this weekend?"  

— 

"Hey <name>, I just wanted to make sure I wasn't dropping the ball here. Did you still want to go 
and see some houses this month?"  

— 

Hope I'm not bugging you too much. I Just want to make sure you are taken care of. Please let 
me know if you'd like to see others home like this one or different price point I can help you find 
what you’re looking for and save you hours vs searching Zillow. - Chris  

— 

How long have you been searching for a home? It can completely be a tedious process. Let me 
know the basics and I can send you what we have right now!  

— 

Hey <name>! 
🙋
  What is your availability this week? We could set up an appointment to browse 

a few homes. This way, you can get a better idea of what’s out there.  

— 

Good morning 
☕

 Hope this message finds you well. Just checking in with you to see if you had 
any real estate needs. I’d be happy to send some homes that have not hit the market yet or info 
on the latest market trends and interest rates. Have a happy and healthy New Year and reach 
out anytime!  

— 

Good morning! 

☕

 I know these ads pop up in Facebook messenger with homes for sale. You 
might not be in the market to buy a home and clicked on the ad only to see the pics...TOTALLY 
FINE. However, if you are looking to buy or sell a home this year, I would love to help you by 
sending you a list of homes that are relevant to your wants and needs.  

Thanks! ~ Chris  

— 



Hello <name>! Hope this message finds you well. Just checking in with you to see how your real 
estate journey is going. Please reach out to me if you want to see any homes that are not 
currently on the market or if you want info on current and future market trends. Have a happy 
and healthy New Year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Text on behalf of assistant: (Texting as an assistant sometimes helps them lower their 
guard)  

Hi <name>, this is June, I work with Chris. I see you are interested in a list of upcoming listings 
in Woodstock. I'm here to help you through that process! I'd love to get a little more info about 
the property you're looking for. Are there any other areas you are interested in finding a new 
property?  

Just let me know if I can help!  

— 

Hi <name>! Hope you're having an awesome day. This is Julie on behalf of Chris. I'd like to 
send you some homes that meet your criteria. Can you let me know what your price range is?  

—  

Hey, wanted to check in with you again regarding your home search inquiry. We want to make 
sure you're taken care of. When would be a good time to see a few homes for sale?  

—  

Hey 
👋

 it's Julie on behalf of Chris. I set up a quick search on the MLS for homes similar to the 
ones you said would be ideal. Would you be interested in setting up a time to see a few of those 
homes during the week or this weekend?  

—  

Hi <name>, are you still interested in finding a home online? I can help you find some properties 
that might be listed off market or answer any questions you have. Let me know how I can help!  

—  

Hi again. Julie on behalf of Chris. Our team has access to a few properties about to hit the 
market. I was wondering if any of them would interest you. Are you still considering a move in 
the next 3-6 months or sooner?  

 


